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Camassambiente is an engineering and contracting 

company working in a wide range of  task areas on 

environmental emergency management and land 

improvements, in various different forms of  

par ticipation, such as General Contracting, 

Business Par tnership, and Company Management. 

Our business is 
action. Action for 
the environment.
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The Camassambiente management team have been 

working for over twenty years on a variety of  sustaina-

ble activities, leading to a turnover of  over 300 million 

euros, and employing over 5,000 workers, many from 

socially-disadvantaged backgrounds; this active labour 

policy, together with positive projects in the social and 

environmental arena, has earned Camassambiente 

recognition as a “socially responsible” company 

(Ethical Certification SA: 8000 n. SA - 390).

A history of  
creating value.
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The management teams stands out not only in the 

multidisciplinary nature of  its skills base, which can count 

on staff  from a technical and scientific background 

(engineering, architecture, environmental sciences, 

agronomy and forestry, biology and chemistry), and from 

the socio-economic sector (economics, law, sociology), but 

especially due to the competency and experience of  the 

managers: with an average age of  under 40, they play key 

roles in the analysis of  critical environmental issues, in 

researching and planning rehabilitation and/or improve-

ments, as well as the governance of  restoration projects.

The environment,
a multi-dimensional 
perspective.
The team, multi-
disciplinary skills.
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The company's organisational system complies to the 

International Organization for Standardization for Quality 

Management - ISO 9001 (System certification no. 

15983/07/S), for Environmental Management - ISO 

14001 (System certification no. EMS- 2405/S), for 

Security Management - OHSAS 18001 (System 

certification no. OHS-299) and for Social Responsibility - 

SA 8000 (System certification n. SA-390). Adopting 

these standards has involved complicated integration 

with the large and complex technical regulatory 

framework that oversees the company's different 

activities, but also confirms Camassambiente's manage-

rial excellence over competitors in its core activities:

One System, 
many qualities.

from monitoring to environmental sanitation

from cleaning up polluted sites to waste management

from building renovations to bio-architecture

from industrial safety to energy streamlining
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We carry out these various tasks, backed up by specific 
training and authorisations:

rehabilitation of  real estate, adaptation of  
technological and special equipment (S.O.A. 
certification - category OG 1 and certification according 
to Italian law 46/90 - categories a, b, c, d, e, f, g)

improvement of  city green spaces and urban design 
(SOA certification – category OS24)
   improving the road network and urban engineering 
works (SOA certifications – categories OG 3 and OS 19)

cleaning up polluted sites and degraded areas 
(S.O.A. certification - category OG 12 and accreditation 
by the environmental operators' register - categories 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10 A, 10 B);

 
natural restoration and agrarian/forestry 

management (SOA certifications – categories OG 13 
and OS 20)

water management and cleanup of  marine, lake and 
river waters (S.O.A. certifications - categories
OG 8 and OS 15);

environmental sanitation and microclimate control 
(certification under Italian Ministerial Decree 274/97 - 
categories a, b, c, d, e).

Member of  the Italian Chambers of  Commerce 
(membership no. 290592);

Member of  the Energy and Environment section of  
the Associazione degli Industriali (Italian Industrial 
Association);

Registered with the Engineering Companies 
Registry of  the Public Works Vigilance Authority; 

Accredited as an Energy Service Company (E.S.CO.) 
with the Italian Electricity and Gas Authority.

Planning, 
implementing, 
refurbishing, 
maintaining.
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Camassambiente S.p.A.Camassambiente S.p.A.

Capitale sociale: € 500.000,00 i.v.

70125 Bari - V. le della Repubblica, 119

tel +39.080.5562600

fax  +39.080.5562700

www.camassa.it - info@camassa.it


